CABINETRY & DESIGN
when chemistry and color collide
So how do we go from malaria, the disease, to the beautiful purple hued color mauve? As it turns out, mauve is the silver
lining of one young chemist’s failed experiments in his search for synthetic quinine.

Due to British colonization expansion to tropical climates, malaria was on the uptick in the 1850s. Quinine was used as
treatment for early human infectious diseases especially malaria. However, it was a very expensive product to obtain as
it’s a bitter compound extracted from the cinchona tree bark, which is natural to South America, Indonesia and Congo. So
the Brits were looking to develop a synthetic quinine that could be massed produced and treat the colonists.
Enter William Perkin, an 18 year old chemistry student who was given the challenge of conducting a few experiments while
his professor was vacationing. The professor, a chemist named August Hofmann, knew what England did have, was literally tons of toxic waste from the substance that fueled the industrial revolution and lit the cities of England: coal. People
were throwing the waste created by coal into waterways where it was simply forgotten.
Hofmann’s idea was to synthesize quinine from the coal byproducts. That didn’t happen, but to make a long story
short….Perkins did some experiments which resulted in the creation of black goop. BUT after one experiment turned up
more black goopy solids, he noticed something interesting. He noticed a purple hue to portions of the solution when he
was cleaning the test tubes with alcohol. He also noticed that the stains on his clothing were purple and could not be removed. What he did was create a synthetic dye that was suitable for dying silk and other
textiles. He patented this new synthetic dye and when but one year older, opened his own
dyeworks where he mass produced aniline purple.
In 1859, aniline purple got a name change or rebranded, under the name mauve in England
for the French flower, Mallow. Chemists then began calling it mauveine.
Was a synthetic quinine ever developed? It was. Is quinine in tonic water? It is. But, a story
for another day.
And that is how you get from malaria to mauve.

WHAT’S NEW: BACTERIA KILLING LED LIGHTS
Although it sounds like a 1950s sci-fi weapon, these bacteria killing LED lights are the real thing...not
fiction.
The ellumi™ antibacterial, integrated LED light safely kills up to 99% of bacteria (Strep, Staph/MRSA,
E. Coli, Salmonella and 21 other bacteria) with just the flip of a switch. Using patented antibacterial
LED technology, ellumi products have a built in disinfectant system that produces light waves to kill
surface bacteria in 8 hours without the use of chemical solutions. Essentially the light waves damage
the bacteria’s cell wall which kills the bacteria. The cool LED light is safe for humans and pets, and is
always working to keep your home clean and illuminated.
This partnership is the creation of Evolution Lighting, LLC, a residential premium lighting company and Vital Vio, a
health care solutions company. Vital Vio was co-founded by Colleen Costello in 2013 after her grandmother contracted
MRSA while in the hospital. Vital Vio produces germ fighting LED lights for multiple commercial applications, but its cooperation with Evolution Lighting has brought this bacteria killing technology into the home.
The ellumi™ under cabinet lighting comes in 9”, 12”, 18” and 24” ( x 3 x 1.1”)
components. Six units can be linked together and use standard electrical plugs/outlet
for power. The price ranges from about $80 for the 9” to $145 for the 24”. Additionally,
a recessed shower light is offered for $85 to combat bacteria and inhibit mold and fungi
growth.
For further specifications of this product including the science behind it, or where to purchase, please visit the following websites which is
where the information for this article was sourced.
www.ellumilighting.com
www.vitalvio.com

DECIDEDLY DELICIOUS: PUMPKIN SOUP
Pumpkin soup, freshly prepared on Thanksgiving morning is a
tradition in the Rosignal home. It’s a warm, comforting soup for
the cooler seasons and definitely doesn’t have to be reserved for
Thanksgiving. But there’s something special about a tradition….and
this recipe adds to the wonderful aromas we all enjoy on
Thanksgiving Day.

Soup Ingredients
1T olive oil
2T butter
1 bay leaf
2 ribs celery, finely chopped
1 medium onion, finely chopped
Salt & pepper to taste
3T flour
2t poultry seasong or 2t ground thyme
2t hot sauce
6C chicken stock
1 28oz can pumpkin
2 C heavy cream

Relish topping ingredients:
1 Granny Smith apple, finely chopped
1/4 red onion, finely chopped
2T lemon juice
1/2C dried cranberries
1t chili powder
2t honey
1/2t cinnamon

Heat soup pot. Add oil and melt butter. Add bay leaf, celery, onion. Season with salt and pepper. Cook 6-7 minutes until tender. Add
flour, poultry seasoning and hot sauce and cook one minute. Whisk in chicken stock and bring to bubble. Whisk in pumpkin in large
spoonfuls. Simmer 10 minutes. Add cream and nutmeg. Reduce heat. Keep covered and warm until ready to serve. Top with relish
when served.

ROC’D IN AURORA’S CARILLON AT STONEGATE
We embarked on this remodel with repeat clients after completing a master
bath remodel for them a short while ago. We were so grateful to be invited
back to update their kitchen to match their personal aesthetic.
Refined, clean lines and warm modern tones, take this “builder blah” kitchen
to the next level. The homeowners opted for an Amish, custom stained,
birch cabinetry topped with Bianco Antico granite. We carried the cabinetry
to the ceiling and changed the footprint providing more square footage of
storage and seating in this space.
Originally the sink was at an angle on the refrigerator wall, and a small peninsula cut into the eating area. By flip flopping the peninsula to the side of the
kitchen adjacent to living space, it created counter seating, work space or a
serving area. A large lazy susan cabinet sits in the corner, with more roll out
shelves and drawers enhancing the additional space with efficient storage.
The loss of the pantry closet next to the stove, was more than made up for
with floor to ceiling pantry storage next to the refrigerator. Roll out shelves
in the pantry cabinet ensure never overlooking items in your inventory.
As an added touch of elegance, stacked cabinets with soffit doors and interior lighting were added for reflection and display. Under cabinet lighting adds
not only terrific task lighting on a gloomy day, but is a great tool to craft excellent ambiance whether cooking or entertaining. The glass taupe subway
tile backsplash again creates light reflection which makes design elements
sparkle and brings an exciting energy to the space.
The wood floors were extended to the living room walkway, and all wood floors were refinished in a deeper stain,
completing the overall remodel.
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A kitchen or bath remodeling project isn’t just a job. It’s an emotional journey—one
that should begin with partners you trust.
With a work ethic based on respect and design expertise rooted in creativity, River
Oak Cabinetry & Design offers the perfect balance of practicality and originality.
It’s this real world understanding of how design relates to execution that
inspires the entire River Oak Cabinetry & Design family.
With 100% client satisfaction and an A-rating at Angie’s List, you can be
confident that River Oak Cabinetry will treat you with the care and respect that you
deserve.

Call us today for your free
design consultation.
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